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Dear Readers,

The election days are ahead of us & there is so much buzz in town about 
the elections that we cannot resist ourselves to dedicate this whole issue 
to Elections 2015! Meanwhile, where, the talk of the town is that who will 
have lead, people are concerned to get all the information regarding the 
Candidates & the elections itself, so to make the whole process even more 
convenient we have gathered all the important information & facts about 
the elections in one place and have put it altogether in this issue. And yes, 
how can we forget to bring the spicy & spanking Rendezvous section to you 
featuring our very own Liberal Candidate for Pierrefonds-Dollard-Mr. Frank 
Baylis, so catch all the professional & personal facts about him & what he 
has to share with us inside this issue! 
As we featured the biography & event details of music sensation Sunidhi’s 
Chauhan‘s Live In Concert in our previous issue, being the official media 
partner for the event we are now more thrilled to share post event coverage 
with you in this issue. And of course we keep doing the right thing to bring to 
you all the details of exciting happenings in town so check inside what more 
the fortune holds for you!
Stay blessed & keep this beautiful relation alive by giving your precious 
feedback on our issue. 

Happy Reading! 
Syncmag Team
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In-Sync
Tete A Tete Jason Kenney Shook His Leg With Mika Singh

So Hillary Clinton is opposed to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), the largest free trade agreement in the history of the 
universe, is she? Perhaps we should take that with a grain of salt. In fact, we might even put those words in quotation marks 
because they are exactly how her own campaign is said to have described Clinton’s last 
threat to back out of a trade deal: “Take it with a grain of salt.” Clinton and her team hotly 
denied it in the 2008 presidential race and instead accused Barack Obama of saying 
one thing publicly about free trade and another privately. But those denials never quite 
explained where the story came from in the first place. More about that fiasco in a moment, 
but first let’s put Clinton’s latest trade talk into its proper context. As secretary of state, she 
had intimate knowledge of the TPP negotiations available to her from the very beginning 
of the talks and for some years afterward. Based on that, she claimed, approvingly, that 
the TPP would be an essential part of the Obama administration’s foreign policy “tilt” to the Pacific. She boasted it would be 
the “gold standard” by which all future trade agreements will be measured. She and others around her have promoted TPP 
as not only the biggest and most ambitious open trade zone in the world.

New Democratic Party insiders are crossing their fingers and toes in the hope an apparent arrest of the party’s descent in the 
polls Thursday will stick, and preserve its ability to compete. At the root of this aspiration is the belief among party strategists 

that there is a basement of more than 40 seats in Quebec that the party just can’t lose. 
The NDP feels the political landscape in Quebec has not changed so significantly that 
the party’s broad fortunes there are at risk. Its strategists realize the potential for trouble 
with growing Liberal support on the Island of Montreal, and strong Conservative support 
in Quebec City. But even in those circumstances, organizers believe there is support in 
Quebec that can be counted on to elect New Democrats.  The party analysis is that the 
decline in the polls in Quebec was attributed to a single issue: “It’s the f--king niqab,” one 
strategist said. Another referred to that period as “a couple of rough weeks.… We definitely 

lost a bit of steam.” The party did voter research on the topic, and an insider says the party learned Quebecers were still willing 
to support NDP Leader Tom Mulcair, despite his party’s position on the wearing of the niqab at citizenship ceremonies.

PARIS: France launched a new air strike overnight in Syria against the self-styled Islamic State’s (IS) training camp and further 
strikes will follow, Defence Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian said on Friday. “France hit Daesh (IS) in Syria last night in Raqqa... 
It is not the first time, nor will it be the last time,” Le Drian said on Europe 1 radio. “French Rafale jets delivered bombs on 
this training camp and the targets were met,” he added. “We struck because we 
know that in Syria, particularly around Raqqa, there are training camps for foreign 
fighters whose mission is not fight Daesh on the Levant but to come to France, in 
Europe to carry out attacks,” he said. France launched its first air strike in Syria on 
September 27, destroying an IS training camp near Deir al-Zor in the east of the 
country, saying at the time it was acting in “self defence.” Le Drian said that the 
Islamic State was France’s ‘main enemy” and that Russian air strikes were mostly 
hitting Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s opponents in Syria and not IS targets. He 
reiterated that Assad, whom he said had killed 250,000 of his own people, could not 
be part of a political solution in Syria. France, which has provided weapons and logistical support to rebels linked to the Free 
Syrian Army in the past, has repeatedly said Assad would have to go before government troops and rebels could together 
defeat IS.

Hillary Clinton’s Opposition To TPP Deal Might Be Just ‘Talking’

NDP Insiders Aim To Stay Competitive After ‘A Couple Of Rough Weeks’

France Launches New Air Strike In Syria Against Is: Minister
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OSLO: Tunisia’s National Dialogue Quartet won the Nobel Peace Prize on 
Friday for its contribution to building democracy after the Jasmine Revolution 

in 2011, the Nobel Committee said.
The Norwegian Nobel Committee 
cited the Tunisian National Dialogue 
Quartet “for its decisive contribution to 
the building of a pluralistic democracy” 
in the North African country following 
its 2011 revolution. “It established an 
alternative, peaceful political process 
at a time when the country was on 
the brink of civil war,” the committee 
said in its citation. The prize is a huge 

victory for small Tunisia, whose young and still shaky democracy suffered 
two extremist attacks this year that killed 60 people and devastated the 
tourism industry. Tunisian protesters sparked uprisings across the Arab 
world in 2011 that overthrew dictators and upset the status quo. Tunisia is 
the only country in the region to painstakingly build a democracy, involving 
a range of political and social forces in dialogue to create a constitution, 
legislature and democratic institutions.

On Saturday 10, Hon. Mr. Jason Kenny joined Bollywood’s superstar 
singer, Mika Singh on stage at Celebrations Square where thousands of 
Canadian South Asians had gathered to celebrate Diwali. Kenny welcomes 
Mika Singh to Canada and sang “Mauja Hi Mauja”.  
Mr. Kenny has happily shared his pictures from the evening on the micro-

blogging site twitter writing, 
“Great time singing “Maujah Hi 
Maujah” w/ #Bollywood superstar 
@MikaSingh to thousands at 
Mississauga #Diwali show. “
And in another tweet he wrote: 
“Welcomed @MikaSingh to 
#Vancouver last night at the 
Orpheum Theatre (a venue my 
grandfather played in the 20s & 

30s)”.  Mika Singh also share his happiness on twitter by writing: “A special 
thanx to the most humble and indian music lover with a great voice The 
Minister of Defence,@jkenney.” The singer, Mika Singh was in Canada for 
his concerts scheduled to take place in various cities. Coverage of one of 
his concert’s that held in Montreal will be coming in our next issue….stay 
tunned!

Since Sept. 11, 2001, authorities across 
the West have been bracing themselves for 
the second act, the big kill, the spectacular 
slaughter of hundreds or even thousands 
at a time. And though many attempts 
have been made, they have by and large 
been successfully intercepted. The worst 
terrorist attack on western soil since then 
was the London Transport bombings of 
2005, which killed 56. That threat remains. 
But in the interim it has been joined by a 
new threat. Not the macro-terrorism of our 
worst nightmares, carefully staged bits of 
Grand Guignol involving hijacked planes 
or dirty bombs or what have you  the kind 
that require money and planning and the 
co-ordinated movements of a number 
of accomplices over many months but 
micro-terrorism: a couple of “lone wolves,” 
maybe even one, with no similar ambition 
or sophistication, but also less exposure to 
detection. We have just seen how effective 
it can be. Wednesday’s mayhem in Ottawa, 
including the murder of a Canadian soldier, 
was the second such attack in less than 48 
hours, following the deliberate running down 
of two soldiers in St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, 
Que. In each case, the attacker was known 
to the authorities as a security risk, inspired 
by radical Islam. And yet they succeeded, 
in ways that reverberated far beyond their 
immediate victims. All it took was one 
shooter, maybe two, to lock down the entire 
government of Canada.

Tunisian Democracy Group Wins 
Nobel Peace Prize

Coyne: Micro-Terrorism 
Emerges As New Threat 

In Wake Of Ottawa, 
Quebec Attacks

Jason Kenney Shook His Leg With
Mika Singh
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10 Tricks To Be A Loving Positive Person

Despite believing to have a positive outlook, 
we invariably weigh the cons first, consider 
several times before sparing a compliment, 
and broadcast only the odds when someone 
counts on us for advice. What’s more, we 
prefer needless sarcasm for humour, manage 
a wry smile when something is genuinely 
funny, and believe deep down that the glass 
is actually half empty. 
While positivity is a state of mind, the answer 
lies in our perspective. Here we do share some 
ideas on how to be a positive person every day.
Have The Desire:
First thing first, to become a positive person 
one must have a strong desire to be positive. 
And the desire will come only if you are 
convinced that becoming a positive person will 
enhance the quality of life. Positivity is like an 
aura, and you know you are a positive person 
when people start trusting you, random people 
become polite with you, colleagues at work 
start patronizing you, and you start building 
rapport easily. 
Be Realistic:
Do not try to become a saint. Becoming a 
positive person does not mean you can never 
have any negative emotion or encounter any 
negative situation. It is the overall attitude that 
matters. Don’t get bogged down by failure, and 
disappointed when your expectations are not 
met. Mentally, you should always be calculating 
a way out of difficult situations come what may.
Experiment:
Be a keen observer. Use everyday life incidents 
to see how you can manage them in a more 
positive manner. These will serve as perfect 
instances to turn your outlook more positive. 

For starters, contemplate how you could have 
better handled a situation by being less hostile 
and more indulgent. Come up with five ways 
that could have saved the day, and learn to take 
things at face value sometimes. Remember, 
your ability to trust the other person also 
reflects your genuineness.
Speech And Body Language:
Try and make positive words a part of your 
daily lingo, and work on your body language 
in way that you come across as friendly and 
approachable. Look amused when something 
is amusing, laugh when something is funny, 
congratulate when someone’s bought 
something new, and give others a chance to 
narrate their side of the story. Never think you 
are the only interesting, knowing one around.
Company:
One way to become positive is to seek positive 
company as both positivity and negativity are 
infectious. If the people you spend most of your 
time with are grumpy or have a pessimistic 
standpoint, you’ll find yourself mirroring the 
same emotions before a different set of people 
inadvertently. In order to inculcate positivity 
it is imperative that your friend circle is a 
positive, energetic, and a happy bunch. You’ll 
find yourself carrying the same positivity 
everywhere you go.
Activities: 
Do not remain idle and brood. Take up positive 
activities with others or in isolation. Share a 
joke, narrate a pleasant incident, take part in 
sporting activities, go for a run in the evening 
after work, and you’ll find yourself bubbling 
with positive energy.

Take it easy:
Everyday life is bound to give you shocks. Be 
prepared to minimize impact and shrug it off. 
For instance, you may get too hassled everyday 
while driving to work or trying to park your car. 
When you accept the fact that certain things 
cannot be changed, you’ll be more at ease with 
yourself and those around too.
Learn yoga:
With the help of yogic asanas you control your 
breathing, and by way of it, control your mind 
from wandering. Every time you do yoga, you 
feel a surge of positive energy through your 
body that calms your nerves, soothes your 
mind, elevates your mood, and not to mention 
enhances your level of tolerance. 
Maintain A Diary:
Instead of recounting all events of the day, 
filter out only the positive ones and make a 
note of them. It could be anything trivial from 
your bus arriving on time, your mom cooking a 
delicious breakfast, to remembering to pay the 
bills on time. When we look for positivity in the 
little things that make our lives worthwhile, we 
leave no room for negativity. Try consciously 
practicing this for 10 days, and at the end of 
day ten when you read your diary back you’ll 
only have memories of all the good things that 
happened to you.
Say ‘Thank You’:
Thank God, thank your parents, friends, and 
thank yourself for all the hard work you did, 
for everything you achieved. Saying thank you 
frequently makes you humble, and a humble 
person is seldom cynical.

Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri
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On the occasion of The H.E. Mr. Tariq Azim’s visit to Canada,we take 
absolute pleasure to welcome him & extends our warm wishes to him for his 
appointment as Pakistan High Commissioner to Canada. We hope that the 
ties between the two countries will be strengthened with this appointment, 
as the post of High Commission in Canada was lying vacant previously for 
the one year. 

Mr. Tariq Azim Khan served as Media Adviser on honorary basis with the rank of Minister at 
High Commission for Pakistan, London (UK) from January-December 2000. He was elected 
as a Senator to the Senate of Pakistan for the term 2003-2006, and was re-elected in 2006 
for 2006 - 2012 term. He was Chairman of Senate’s Standing Committee for Planning and 
Development from 2003-2004, a member of Senate’s Committee on Foreign Affairs 2007-
2012 and member of Senate’s Committee on Information from 2007-2009.

Mr. Khan also served as Federal Minister of State for Overseas Pakistanis from 2004 to 2006 
and Federal Minister of State for Information and Broadcasting from 2006 to 2007. As the 
President of Pakistan Mamnoon Hussain has underscored the importance of Canada as an 
important trading partner and called for taking effective measures for further enhancement 
of bilateral trade noting that the current trade volume is not commensurate with the potential 
of both economies. 

We strongly believe that with all the extensive & audacious experiences, Mr. Azim will prove 
to be the vital force for a broad-based, long term and sustainable relationship between 
Pakistan and Canada & will strengthen the economy by his emphasis on business and trade 
linkages. 

We congratulate the High Commissioner-designate on his new assignment and wish him 
success in discharge of his new responsibilities.

Syncmag Team
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I believe that a society 
where everybody 
is treated equally, 

combined with 
economic opportunity, 

makes for a better 
society.

Born to excel, Frank Baylis 
is the name of victory! 
Not only the victorious 

businessman but also the 
victorious leader & socially 

affluent personality! 

“
“

FRANK 
BAYLIS
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• Born in Montreal, Frank did B.Sc. Honors 
in Electrical Engineering from the University 
of Waterloo. He graduated as an Ontario 
Scholar. 

• Frank has been president of Baylis 
Medical, a World leader in the design, 
manufacturing and sale of high-technology 
medical devices.

• Frank is also the former Vice-president 
of OME Group, which was sold to Ernst & 
Young in 2011. 

• In 2005, along with actor/filmmaker, 
Christian de la Cortina, he created the 
company Walk of Fame Entertainment.

• On top of his regular duties as president, 
Frank Baylis is also a key scriptwriter for 
the company. 

• Within his community, Frank is a coach 
with the Association de ringuette de 

Beaconsfield Kirkland and a leader with 
Scouts Canada. 

• He is also a member of the Department 
of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development 
Canada Life Sciences Sector Advisory 
Board and a member of the Board of 
Directors of the Campus des technologies 
de la santé.

• 12 years ago, Frank launched For The 
Children (FTC), a charity committed to 
improving access to education for all 
children. FTC also supports “Breakfast for 
Learning”, helping to ensure that Canadian 
children attend school well nourished.

• Frank has been the recipient of numerous 
awards over the years, including the 
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal, Ernst 
& Young Entrepreneur of the Year 2011 
Award, the Chief Scout’s Award and the 
University of Waterloo Engineering Alumni 
Award with his partner Kris Shah in 2014.

FRANK 
BAYLIS

Whether they led a company or a country, history’s best leaders understood the 
importance of providing the motivation and direction to achieve larger goals. 

““
Frank has been a 
member of the Liberal 
Party of Canada for 
over 30 years. He 
began as a young 
Liberal, contributing 
his time during federal 
elections and holding 
several positions within 
the party. He has been 
in charge of fundraising 
for the Quebec wing 
of the Liberal Party of 
Canada and chaired its 
finance committee. He 
worked with Stéphane 
Dion when he won the 
Liberal leadership race  
in 2006.

Mr. Trudeau &Montreal Ouest Team
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Syncmag: What were your sentiments after winning 
the nomination on Nov 18th, 2015?
Frank: It was a humbling experience. A lot of extremely 
good people contributed both their time and energy, and 
people from every community were there to support 
me. The message that we are trying to get across to 
people is a positive one.
For me the win was positive feedback that we are doing 
the right thing. I am fortunate to have such an amazing 
team, as it is teamwork that led me to my nomination 
victory. Pierrefonds-Dollard consists of diverse cultures 
and is truly a multiethnic riding. I am proud to be a part 
of it. 

Syncmag: On that day, were you aware that October 
19 might be a game changer for you?
Frank: I did not expect the election process to be so 
long. In fact, I had planned a vacation with my family 
prior to the election call, which had to be cut short, as 
elections were called. I am told that this campaign is the 
longest in the last hundred years, so I was not expecting 
this.  

The greatest leader is not necessarily the one 
who does the greatest things. He is the one that 

gets the people to do the greatest things.

““

AGM 2013 Company Photo
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Syncmag: You come from a diverse background, your 
mother is from Barbados and father is from England. 
Has the diverse upbringing assisted you in any way in 
your political endeavors?  
Frank: My parents have raised me to have a deep 
respect for all cultures. My own extended family is very 
diverse; I have cousins of many different nationalities 
and religions. My family is rich in culture and extremely 
diverse in its nature, which has helped to make me who 
I am today.

Syncmag: Is it true that your mother won a case couple 
of decades ago against discrimination, which became 
the basis of Charter of human rights and freedoms?
Frank: My mother, Gloria Baylis immigrated to Canada 
in the fifties. She applied for a nursing position at an 
institution, and was informed, contrary to fact, that all of 

the nursing positions were filled. Despite her undeniable 
qualifications, she was refused employment because 
she was a woman of color.

A high profile court case against the institution was 
launched alleging employment discrimination based 
on race stating “illegally and knowingly refusing 
employment, committing thereby an offence provided 
by the Discrimination Act of 1964.” The case took more 
than ten years to work its way to the courts and appeals. 
Ultimately, my mother’s case was won. This decision 
stands as a moral victory for all people of Canada. It is 
a testament to my mother’s tenacity and willingness to 
stand up for her rights regardless of the circumstances. 
It is important to note that my mother’s case was the 
first in Canada that defined discrimination, and made 
exclusion or preference on the basis of race illegal.

Three Generations of Baylis

Frank & Valerie Italian

Frank’s Family Photo
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Syncmag: Share with us something about your 
immediate family and how they support you?
Frank: My wife, Valerie Baylis is from Burlington, Ontario. 
We have been married for 26 years. My son Peter is 22. 
My daughter Victoria is 20, and Julia is 19.  The children 
are all in universities and have their own lives. Though my 
family is not political, they all support me in my beliefs and 
are a great source of strength for me behind the scenes. 
My son also helped to put up banners in our area. 

Syncmag: You’re a multi talented personality, how do 
you balance the demands of ever changing roles?
Frank: I am always busy with one thing or another, and 
hence have no time to waste, but let me emphasize that 
nothing is managed alone. I hear people saying they 
accomplished things solely on their own; but I believe all 
great accomplishments are the result of teamwork. As 
I stated earlier, whether it is the Election campaign, my 
business activities or movie making, I have been lucky to 
always have a great team of people with me.  

I believe that the delegation of tasks to the right person is 
an important factor for the success of any project, and I 
do pride myself in identifying talent in people. Together 
with my teams, we have achieved interesting things!

Syncmag: What is your motivation factor in different 
aspects of your life?
Frank: In my Business, growth is what provides me with 
the push to move forward.  In movies, I love the artistic 
exploration of different tasks. The processes of writing, 
producing and editing are bound together by the creativity 

of movie making. In politics, I feel motivated when I learn 
something that expands my mind with new knowledge. 
I love learning and expanding, and drawing from a 
kaleidoscopic of experience from learned politicians.

Syncmag: What is your own political mandate?
Frank: I have a new vision for Montreal:a new vision 
for Quebec and its place in Canada. I am tired of the 
stereotype discrimination. The first and foremost item 
on my agenda is to have a united front. Rather than 
lending importance to last names, backgrounds, culture 
or language, importance should be given to a person’s 
qualifications and achievements.  There should be no 
generalizations based upon last name, language, religion 
or racial background. We all should be treated equally as 
Montrealers, Quebecers and Canadians.

Syncmag: Any messages you want to convey through 
Syncmag platform to the readers.
Frank: If I win, I will strive to help Montreal become the 
vibrant city it once was, full of potential and opportunities 
for all people. We will strive to become a community of 
economic opportunity and social equality. Please join me 
in this new vision for our community without boundaries. 

MY NAME IS MONTREAL!!!

On behalf of Syncmag, we wish Frank success in the polls 
to make economic opportunity and social equality a reality 
in the West Island, and in Montreal in general. 

Sync Rendezvous
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Fashion Brand Mina 
Hasan To Launch 

Embroidered Collection

The Mina Hasan Embroidered 
Collection captures a festive theme this 
fall with their floral motifs juxtaposed 
with geometric elements and soft blush 
colours. Inspired by French landscape 
with playson light and dark tones, 
the color palette is an assortment of 
elegantly soft pastels and warm fall 
hues, mimicking autumn shades. The 
silhouettes are delicate with structured 
cuts with laces and embellishments
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Election Insights: What Are Young Canadians 
Discussing On Facebook?

We have some interesting facts for our readers: What Canadian 
Nation is discussing on Facebook for Elections 2015, which may also 

shows their concerns.
Facebook pulled the conversation data from the period between Aug. 

2 and Oct. 4, based on an estimated 28 million interactions by
4 million users on Facebook. According to Facebook’s latest data on 

the Canadian Election Conversation.
Here are the facts:

Elections Canada

These were the most-discussed issues for the general population:
1.  Economic issues – 63 per cent
2.  Social issues – 37 per cent
3.  Foreign policy – 39 per cent
4.  Environment/Energy – 31 per cent
5.  Governance – 34 per cent
6.  Government benefits – 26 per cent
7.  Terrorism/Intelligence/Surveillance – 25 per cent

These were the most-discussed leaders among the general 
population:
1. Conservative Leader Stephen Harper – 79 per cent
2. Liberal Leader Justin Trudeau – 43 per cent
3. NDP Leader Tom Mulcair – 30 per cent
4. Green Party Leader Elizabeth May – 12 per cent
5. Bloc Quebecois Leader Gilles Duceppe – 5 per cent

These were the top word pairs for 
the general population:
• Stephen Harper – Fair Elections, 
Canadian disabilities
• Justin Trudeau – Canadian 
veterans, Surveillance police
• Tom Mulcair – Canadian 
disabilities, Clarity Act
• Elizabeth May – Canadian 
veterans, Violation charter
• Gilles Duceppe – Services 
publics, Etat Islamique (Public 
services and Islamic State)

Most Discussed Political Issue
Top Word Pairs 
associated with 

Leaders

Most Discussed Political Leaders
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Away from home or busy on election day? Ready to vote early? You choose the way you want to vote.
•  Vote on election day – Monday, October 19, 2015
•  Vote on advance voting days – October 9, 10, 11 and 12
•  Vote at one of 400 Elections Canada offices
•  Vote by mail
To vote, you must be registered. 

The hours of voting on Election Day, for a general election, have been staggered so that the majority of 
results are available at approximately the same time across the country.

In Saskatchewan, when daylight saving 
time is in effect for the rest of the country, 
voting hours are from 7:30 a.m. to 7:30 
p.m. (local time).

If an electoral district spans more than 
one time zone, the returning officer, with 
the prior approval of the Chief Electoral 
Officer, determines one local time for 
voting throughout the district.

Voting Hours At Polling Places For Each Time Zone Across Canada.

Ways To Vote:

Voting Hours Across Canada

Time Zone

Newfoundland

Eastern

8:30-AM  - 8:30-PM

9:30-AM  - 9:30-PM

8:30-AM  - 8:30-PM

8:30-AM  - 8:30-PM

7:30-AM  - 7:30-PM

7:30-AM  - 7:30-PM

Atlantic

Central

Mountain

Pacific

Voting Hour (Local Time)
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Sunidhi Chauhan Live in Montreal
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Sunidhi Chauhan Live in Montreal Photography by: Rony khan
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PFDC L’Oréal Paris Bridal Week 2015

DAY 1: The Pakistan Fashion Design Council [PFDC] 
in collaboration with L’Oréal Paris, the world’s 
leading beauty brand, presented the fifth PFDC 
L’Oréal Paris Week 2015. The first day of #PLBW2015 
opened with Karma Red, followed by Ali Xeeshan 
Theatre Studio, Sania Maskatiya, Bank Alfalah Rising 
Talent Show and showcases by Republic by Omar 
Farooq and Élan respectively. Make up for Day-1 of 
PFDC L’Oréal Paris Bridal Week 2015 was done by 
the creative team at N-Pro for womenswear and 
N-Gents for menswear.
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DAY 2: The second day of #PLBW2015 opened 
with bridal showcases by Sana Safinaz, followed 
by Fahad Hussayn, Nickie Nina, Misha Lakhani, 
PFDC Introduces New Bridal Designers featuring 
SUFFUSE by Sana Yasir and MAHGUL and The 
House of Kamiar Rokni. Make-up and hair styling 
for Day-2 of PFDC L’Oréal Paris Bridal Week 2015 
was done by the creative team at Nabila’s with 
male models styled by NGENTS.

Sync Paparazzi
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DAY 3: The final day of #PLBW2015 was opened with 
bridal showcases by Shamaeel Ansari followed by 
Nomi Ansari, Saira Shakira, Asifa & Nabeel, Ammara 
Khan and HSY. Make-up and hair styling for Day-3 
of PFDC L’Oréal Paris Bridal Week 2015 was done 
by the creative team at Nabila’s with male models 
styled by NGENTS.  This year, the PFDC L’Oréal Paris 
team aimed to redefine both bridal hair and make 
up, whilst the styling and makeup teams presented 
their trends for the season using L’Oréal Makeup 
Designer Paris and Excellence Crème products. 

Sync Paparazzi
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How To Calm An Angry Husband
Having an angry husband is difficult. But, it is more 
difficult if you don’t know how to handle him! Nothing 
will make a women go through a variety of feelings 
and emotions than an angry husband. Angry husbands 
fall into two categories.
The first one includes those who get angry only in certain 
situations and the other category includes those who are 
basically short tempered in nature. It is easy to handle 
the first type of angry husbands as it is occasional. But, 
it needs a little more effort, tips and tricks to handle 
those angry husbands who will get raised on all and 
everything.

The methods on how 
to calm down an 
upset husband varies 
depending on various 
factors like the reason 
for the anger, the way he 

showed it out and 
the chances for 
possible solutions. 
What the partner 
say and do while 
in an angry mood 
will make black marks in the relationship, no matter how 
hard you try to forget it. So, it is important to calm down 
an angry spouse at the earliest.
If you are looking for tips on how to calm down an 
upset husband, we are here to help you. Here are some 
important marriage tips for wives who wonder how to 
calm down an upset husband. Try these and you will get 
to see the positive change that it offers.
Talk Not Shout: Stopping talking is the best possible 
childish way that will make the condition worse. Talk 
about your concerns to your husband without hurting 
his feelings after the storm has set down. He may not 
be in such a mood to understand you at the moment. 

Raising your voice will provoke him further. So, talk to 
him, but not shout!

Don’t argue: Are you an angry bird? Then, probably 
you will end up in a fight with your angry husband. It is 
natural that women always have a tendency to argue on 
any matter to make sure that she is the winner. But, for 
all those who want to know how to calm down an upset 
husband, one of the important marriage tips for wives is 
to avoid arguing.
Back Off: Remember that there is no point of winning 
or failing in between a husband and wife. So, marriage 
tips for wives suggest backing off at the moment you 
feel that your husband is going out of control. This will 
give him time to think once more before starting a fight. 
Moreover, it will help you relax and think for a solution.
Listen To Him: Consider the feelings of your husband 
and understand that he will not get angry for no grounds. 
Try to find out the exact reason behind his act and think 
what you can do to solve the problem. This is one among 
the effective and important marriage tips for wives who 
wonder how to calm down an upset husband.
Apologize: If you are the trigger for the anger of your 
husband, the best idea is to apologize. This will help him 
feel relaxed as he was successful in conveying what he 
meant. When the tempest is over, you can tell him that 
the way how he expressed his feeling hurted you. If you 
get an apology from his side for this, success!!
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Beeba Boys Screening At Toronto International Film Festival
Known mostly for her intimate, female-driven dramas exploring life in the Indo-Canadian diaspora, Deepa 
Mehta takes a rather sharp and unpredictable career turn with Beeba Boys, a rat-a-tat gangster movie that 
takes its cues from Scorsese, Ritchie and Brian de Palma’s Scarface. The Beeba Boys are a Vancouver-
based gang of Sikhs led by Jeet Johar (Monsoon Wedding’s Randeep Hooda), a charismatic and handsome 
leader who even the media loves and lionizes. The Beeba Boys’ biggest problem is Robbie Grewal (Gulshan 
Grover), an old-school gangster who hides behind a facade of respectability. If the flamboyant, flashy Beeba 
Boys want to dominate the criminal underworld, they have to wipe out Grewal—which is both facilitated 
and complicated by the inclusion in their ranks of a small-time drug dealer named Nep (Ali Momen) who 
happens to be a double agent with an inside scoop on Grewal’s empire.

Here we share with you some pictures from Beeba Boys screening at Toronto International Film Festival. 
It’s also worth noting that TIFF is effectively a drop in the bucket for a Montreal critic, since it precedes 
FNC, RIDM and Cinemania, which often end up showing some things that were at TIFF – not to mention 
that many of the big ticket items at TIFF are already slated for release a month or two later by the time they 
premiere.
Beeba Boys is scheduled for a Montreal release on Oct. 16.

Dairy Of The Month
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Tom Cruise, Nicole Kidman 
Not Invited To Daughter’s 
Wedding?
Tom Cruise who is known for being a 
doting dad to star kid Suri Cruise, was 

not spotted at his adopted daughter 
Bella’s secret wedding. Tom Cruise 
and Nicole Kidman had adopted Bella 
when they were together. But neither 
her nor son Connor was spotted in 
any of the wedding pictures which 
was an intimate ceremony in London 
with only her few friends in presence.

Consider SRK And Salman 
My Co-Actors, Not Stars: 
Nawazuddin
According to an IANS report, 
Nawazuddin Siddiqui, who has A-listers 
of Bollywood wishing to work with 

him, says he does not want to think 
about the prominence of big stars like 
Shahrukh Khan and Salman Khan as 
he considers them as colleagues when 
he is performing.”When I am on set, 
Shahrukh and Salman are co actors for 
me. If I start thinking I am working with 
Salman then as an actor, I would not 

be able to improvise the character I am 
playing. During shooting, I do not want 
to think about with whom I am working 
as it will corrupt my performance,” he 
told media as he shared his experience 
of working with both the Khans.

‘Jazbaa’ To Release In Over 40 
Countries
With Aishwarya Rai Bachchan and 
Irrfan in the lead roles, the Sanjay 
Gupta-directedJazbaa has seen an 
increased demand overseas. Now, 
the action-packed thriller will open 
simultaneously in over 40 countries 
worldwide. Since the trailer’s launch, 

the movie, which also features Shabana 
Azmi, has generated a great amount of 
interest due to its strong subject and 
interesting mix of actors. It is no wonder 
then that Zee Studios, the corporation 
behind the film, is leaving no stone 
unturned to give it the widest release 
possible. While the film has secured 
more than 100 screens in countries like 
the US and Canada, it is also opening 
in the Middle East, the UK, Australia, 
New Zealand, France, Germany, 
Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong. 
Even countries like Switzerland, 
Austria, Botswana, Indonesia and 
Thailand have seen a great demand 
for the movie. Jazbaa is also slated 
for a wide release in Pakistan, with a 
distribution major from the country as 
a partner. Jazbaa, produced by Zee 
Studios, Viiking Media & Entertainment 
and White Feather Films, releases on 
October 9.

Hrithik Roshan To Teach 
‘World’s Largest Lesson’

Bang Bang! star Hrithik Roshan 
has been announced as India 
ambassador for Unicef and the 
Global Goals campaign’s World’s 
Largest Lesson. The actor has 
joined other celebrities to invite 

young students to use their 
superpower to help protect our 
planet and achieve the global 
goals’ mission to end poverty and 
inequality. The World’s Largest 
Lesson aims to teach children 
in over 100 countries about the 
new Sustainable Development 
Goals that will be adopted by the 
UN General Assembly later this 
month. The Krrish star has joined 
other international public figures 
such as PLAN global ambassador 
Freida Pinto, Dani Alves, Kolo 
Toure, Neymar Jr., and Nobel 
Peace Prize laureate Malala 
Yousafzai. The campaign is also 
supported by Indian NGOs the 
Akshaya Patra Foundation and 
Magic Bus. Especially created 
lesson plans include an animated 
film by author and education expert 
Ken Robinson that introduces the 
Global Goals, and a downloadable 
comic book by Josh Elder and 
Karl Kesel. Along with Hrithik, 
prominent public figures like Malala 
Yousafzai have recorded their own 
introduction to the World’s Largest 
Lesson as well.
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STORY: Flaunting wacky clothes, bright turbans and 
cool sunglasses, the ever happy and popular munda - 
an adorable Raftaar Singh (Akshay Kumar), is a no do-
gooder in the eyes of his disciplined father (Yograj Singh) 
as he’s jobless. He is thus sent off to Goa from Punjab, 
hoping he’ll find ways to fend for himself. In Goa Raftaar 
bumps into Sara (Amy Jackson), daughter of a Romanian 
don (Kunal Kapoor) and falls in love but she is being 
chased by a psycho drug lord Mark (Kay Kay Menon). Do 
Raftaar and Sara live happily ever after?

REVIEW: Since Raftaar cannot speak English and Amy, 
Hindi, they seek the help of a translator Emily (Lara Dutta). 
Chaos ensues when Sara provokes the supposedly 
dangerous goons (Murli Sharma, Kay Kay), who seek 
revenge.
Like Singh is Kinng (2008), SIB too revolves around how 
the central character (Akshay) gets embroiled in a battle 
with the criminals, while safeguarding his lady love.
Don’t go expecting logic in the story, as this is a quirky 
comedy that solely relies on superstar Akshay’s swag to 

keep you entertained. Amy Jackson is a revelation as she 
plays her feisty character well and so do the supporting 
actors. However, it is Akshay, who makes you giggle. Be 
it by his innocence, seasoned comic timing or bizarre 
fashion sense - Akki steals the show, hands down.
Lara goes a tad OTT with her funny expressions but 
manages to garner a few smiles nonetheless. Kay Kay 
plays the Prakash Raj-esque comic villain, who keeps 
mouthing, “I am good.” He really is.
After a hilarious first half, a few inconsequential scenes 
and random songs follow but Prabhudheva smartly 
reverses the gender roles of his lead cast, thus adding 
some novelty to the proceedings. Amy is the femme 
fatale, who convincingly kicks ass, while Akshay unlike 
his studly image, is the one, who gets beaten-up quite 
often. Fortunately, Amy’s voice has neither been dubbed, 
nor has she been forced to speak Hindi.
This Singh is silly but cute and endearing. Do not miss 
his starry entry on the beats of a foot-tapping bhangra 
number Tung Tung Baje... Akshay Kumar, you are the 
dude.

Reel Review

Director: Prabhudheva
Stars: Akshay Kumar, Amy Jackson, Lara Dutta, Kay Kay Menon, Kunal Kapoor, Rati Agnihotri

AKSHAY’S SWAG ADDS ‘BLING’ TO THIS GENERIC ACTION-COMEDY
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